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Executive Summary

Gold is one of the oldest financial instruments, dating
back thousands of years — and its prospects as a
strategic investment remain strong. Gold offers several
unique investment characteristics that may help its role
in portfolios gain greater prominence in the years ahead.
These are centered around gold’s potential portfolio utility
in wealth preservation, risk management, and capital
appreciation. Moreover, several themes likely to play
out over the next decade should support gold demand
including low real yields, rising debt, and rising global
wealth. Although most coverage of gold as an investment
focuses on relatively short time periods, investors
stand to benefit if they consider gold in the context of
its storied history, the secular trends currently supporting
its outlook, and the portfolio benefits it may offer over
long time horizons.
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A Brief History of Gold as
an Investment

Gold’s history is as rich and ancient as the material
itself. Civilizations have mined and used gold for at least
6,000 years,1 initially spurred by the metal’s beauty; its
rarity helped gold evolve into a symbol of prestige, wealth
and power.
Ancient Greeks adopted a gold weight standard and in 550 BCE put the first gold coin into
circulation. Since then, economic empires from Rome and Persia to Britain and the United
States have used gold as capital or currency. Almost every ounce of gold that has ever been
mined continues to count toward the more than 200,000 metric tons of above-ground stock in
existence today.2

Figure 1
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Source: Metals Focus, Refinitiv GFMS, World Gold Council, State Street Global Advisors. Data as of December 31, 2021.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
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Gold has been intertwined with the world economic order for the last two centuries. During the
19th century, most of the global economy adhered to a fixed price for gold and physical goldbacked currency values. In response to the Great Depression, US President Franklin D. Roosevelt
signed Executive Order 6102 in 1933; combined with the Gold Reserve Act of 1934, it effectively
outlawed private ownership of gold coins, bullion and certificates within the United States.
At the close of World War II, the US and 44 other nations met in Bretton Woods, New Hampshire,
to create an efficient foreign exchange system that would promote international economic
growth. Under the Bretton Woods Agreement, the US dollar was pegged to gold at a fixed
price of $35.00 per ounce, while other countries pegged their currencies to the US dollar.
The system became contentious among member nations during the 1960s and early 1970s,
however. On August 13, 1971, President Richard Nixon announced that the US would no longer
benchmark its currency to gold and maintain gold’s fixed price, effectively ending the Bretton
Woods Agreement.
Thereafter, gold’s price fluctuated based on the supply and demand dynamics in the open
market, and its price increased 159% between President Nixon’s announcement and the end of
1973. Yet US investors still could not legally own gold bullion — a prohibition that vanished when
President Gerald Ford repealed Executive Order 6102 in December 1974.
Futures exchanges in New York and Chicago subsequently launched gold contracts, creating a
mechanism for investors to trade gold within financial markets. Several governments, including
the United States, then began minting investment-grade gold coins for retail investors. The next
major evolution in gold investing emerged in the 21st century with the advent of the physically
backed gold exchange traded fund (ETF).

Figure 2
Timeline of Modern
Gold Investment

Date

Event

1873–1933

Classical Gold Standard System

1934

Private gold ownership is outlawed in the US

1944–1971

Bretton Woods Monetary System

1967

South Africa begins minting Krugerrand gold bullion coins for retail investment

1974

US ban on private gold ownership removed; Gold futures contracts begin trading in US

1979

Canada begins minting Maple Leaf gold bullion coins for retail investment

1986

US begins minting Eagle gold bullion coins for retail investment

2003

First gold-backed exchange traded fund (ETF) launched in Australia

2004

China lifts formal prohibition on private gold bullion ownership3

2004

US launches first gold ETF

2013

China launches gold ETF

Source: State Street Global Advisors. As of May 31, 2022.
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Secular Trends Affecting
Gold Over the Next Decade

Gold’s fundamentals are the product of a collection of
short- and long-term global macroeconomic drivers,
some cyclical in nature and some counter-cyclical.
Gold’s fundamentals in turn affect its price.
Figure 3
Drivers of Gold’s Price

Strategic Drivers

Tactical Drivers

Economic Expansion

Periods of growth support consumer demand (jewelry, technology) and
long-term savings

Risk and Uncertainty

Market downturns often boost investment demand for gold as a perceived
safe haven4

Opportunity Costs

The prices of competing assets such as bonds and currencies influence
investor attitudes towards gold

Momentum

Capital flows, positioning and price trends can ignite or dampen
gold’s performance

Source: World Gold Council, State Street Global Advisors. As of May 31, 2022.

Economic growth is a key strategic driver affecting gold’s long-term outlook and potential
investment benefits. Economic expansions lead to cyclical increases in demand for gold, which
is a key component not only in jewelry but also in certain technology products and industrial
applications. Economic growth also tends to increase gold demand from savers. Growing risks in
the economy and financial markets also boost gold demand, as investors seek a perceived safe
haven and store of value during turbulent and uncertain periods.
The global outlook over the next decade points to higher growth, increasing incomes, and rising
uncertainties, contributing to several themes that are constructive for gold’s long-term outlook.
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Monetary Policy
and the Long-Run
Real-Yield Cycle

As a hard asset, gold does not generate income akin to bond coupon payments or stock
dividends. This lack of cash flow — aka gold’s “zero yield” — makes gold investment demand
highly sensitive to the global yield cycle. When interest rates are high, investors assume a high
opportunity cost for holding gold. When interest rates are low or negative, gold’s appeal increases
relative to yield-generating assets such as cash deposits, Treasuries, and other sovereign debt.
The aftermath of the global financial crisis in 2008 led monetary policymakers around the world
to push interest rates to zero or in some cases negative. As a result, real yields on sovereign
bonds (the bonds’ yields less the rate of inflation) fell deeply negative. Throughout the 2010s,
low real interest rates and yields became the norm rather than an outlier. Looking ahead, the
potential of lower for longer real interest rates persisting remains high against a backdrop of
accommodative monetary policies globally.
A historical comparison between gold prices and real yields (proxied by the 2-year US Treasury
note) demonstrates the long-term relationship between the two. The periods with gold’s
strongest sustained performance (the shaded regions in Figure 4) occurred when real yields were
low, particularly when they were persistently below 2%. Real yields stayed above 2% throughout
almost all of the 1980s and 1990s; during this period, interest-bearing financial assets were
relatively attractive and gold underperformed.

Figure 4
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Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P., State Street Global Advisors. Data from July 1, 1976 to May 31, 2022. Past performance is
not a reliable indicator of future performance.

Real yields in the US were negative 34% of the time over the last 45 years, and gold’s average
monthly return was strongly positive (1.29%) during those periods. Yet positive real yields did not
mean negative gold returns, as gold also performed well when US real yields were between 0%
and 2%.5 Gold’s performance has struggled historically when real yields were high (above 2%)
with a slightly negative average monthly return.
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Figure 5
On Average, Gold Shows
Positive Returns when
Real Interest Rates are
Below 2%
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Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P., State Street Global Advisors. Data from July 1, 1976 to May 31, 2022. Past performance is not
a reliable indicator of future performance.

Gold prices also tended to increase most with large declines in real yields. Gold had an average
monthly return of 1.26% in all months when real yields fell and 1.93% during months when real
yields dropped significantly (more than 0.5%). When real yields increased, performance was
mixed: Small real yield increases were associated with modest but positive gold returns, while
large increases in real yields corresponded with negative returns. These types of large yield
increases, however, have been infrequent — occurring only 13% of months since 1976.
Figure 6  
Aside from Infrequent
Major Swings, Gold
Responds Favorably to
Short-Term Volatility in
Real Yields
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Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P., State Street Global Advisors. Data from July 1, 1976 to May 31, 2022. Past performance is not
a reliable indicator of future performance.

The inflation outlook has a strong influence on the real yield cycle. Expectations for rising inflation
typically lead monetary policymakers to increase nominal interest rates. Those rate increases
tend to dampen inflation while boosting bond yields, resulting in higher real yields.
Global trends in place today that are likely to keep inflation and real interest rates subdued over
the long run include:
•

Aging demographics, which reduce aggregate demand;

•

The impact of technology, which reduces production costs and may boost productivity;

•

Rising global debt burdens, which motivate policymakers to maintain low interest rates in
order to manage higher debt service costs.

The impact of these factors is both deflationary and structural in nature and will likely limit
price inflation indices from reaching sustained extreme levels last seen during the 1970s in
developed economies.
In turn, monetary policymakers will remain unincentivized to raise nominal interest rates with
inflation remaining stable and relatively low compared to long-term historical trends, thereby
perpetuating a low real-yield cycle. This enhances gold’s appeal relative to investors’ other
options. Indeed, gold may play a more prominent role in portfolios as low yields and return
expectations for traditional fixed income and equity solutions force investors to look to other
assets to navigate volatility.
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Rising Debt Levels
and Reserve
Diversification

Gold is often considered an alternative to fiat reserve currencies such as the US dollar, euro, and
Japanese yen. Central banks around the world have dramatically expanded their balance sheets
and increased global liquidity over the last 25 years. That trend is likely to persist, supporting
long-term growth in gold demand and its price.
In the 21st century, the explosion of debt has been tied directly to increased liquidity and easy
monetary policy. Central bank balance sheets in the US, EU, UK, and Japan rose nearly 10-fold
between 2000 and May 2022, from US$2.5 trillion (T) to US$25.3T.6

Figure 7
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Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P., State Street Global Advisors. Data from May 31, 1997 to May 31, 2022. Past performance is
not a reliable indicator of future performance.

As global liquidity and debt exploded over the last 25 years, the price of gold increased 430%.7
Individual investors shifted into gold due to concerns about pervasive, long-term risks from this
eruption of debt and liquidity. Meanwhile, central banks also drastically altered their strategic
stances towards gold.
Central banks were net sellers of gold during the late 20th century. They became net buyers in
the aftermath of the 2008 financial crisis, and they have since maintained that position. Central
banks purchased gold to diversify their reserves, to shore up their balance sheets and to gain
liquidity from a ubiquitous asset without credit risk. They are expected to continue to be net
purchasers, supporting the outlook for gold prices.
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Figure 8
Central Bank
Gold Demand
Since the Collapse
of the Bretton
Woods Agreement
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Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P., World Gold Council, State Street Global Advisors. Data from January 1, 1970 to
December 31, 2021. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.

Emerging markets, led by China and Russia, have accounted for the lion’s share of net gold
purchases. Nevertheless, emerging markets’ gold reserves remain well below their developedmarket peers in terms of total gold holdings and gold’s percentage of total foreign exchange (FX)
reserves. Developed markets currently control two-thirds of the gold held globally by the official
sector, and their gold holdings account for 64% of aggregate FX reserves. By contrast, gold held
by all emerging and frontier market central banks accounts for only 8% of total FX reserves,
one-eighth the percentage held by developed economies. The gap showcases not only emerging
markets’ potential to accumulate further gold reserves, but also the critical role gold plays in
diversifying positions currently dominated in fiat currencies such as the US dollar.
Figure 9
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Gold and the
Income Effect

As gross domestic product (GDP) per capita rises, consumers are likely to spend a higher share
of their income on gold in the form of savings as well as consumer purchases of jewelry and
related luxury items.
Demographics in emerging and frontier markets are constructive for economic growth in
those countries, and that growth also may help increase gold demand over the long run. The
populations of emerging and frontier economies are generally younger than those of developed
economies and are expected to produce a higher share of future global output and future
marginal wealth. Many of these countries are in Asia and the Middle East, which hold a strong
cultural and social affinity for gold.
Rising incomes also promise to create a larger market for technological devices, which are
another source of gold demand. As connectivity and electrification grow around the world, a
higher share of incomes and wealth are spent on consumer electronics and other products that
contain gold as a critical technological element.

Figure 10
Rising Wealth and
Consumer Demand is a Key
Driver for Gold Among its
Largest Sectors
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At the other end of the spectrum, aging developed economies are undergoing a demographic
transition as the baby boomer generation retires. Investors in these countries will continue
to seek diversification and risk management, and may turn to gold to help preserve already
accumulated wealth.
Gold’s market capitalization within a representative global market portfolio8 has increased
since 2000. Not only has the metal’s price risen alongside other asset classes, but investment
holdings9 in gold have climbed as well. Over the next decade, investors will continue to juggle
the disruptive impact of monetary policy, rising debt burdens, and shifting demographics. In
response, a growing need for non-traditional investment solutions to manage these risks may
see new investors look to gold as a way to manage these and other risks.
Figure 11
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Portfolio Strategy and Gold’s
Long-Term Utility

Wealth Preservation
as a Store of Value

Perhaps the longest and most well-known utility for gold has been as a store of value. Gold’s
elemental characteristics, coupled with its natural rarity, for centuries have made it a reliable
vehicle to maintain and accumulate wealth. Gold has aided in wealth preservation over time for
two reasons: It has helped provide protection during periods of extreme price increases, and it
has served as a hedge against currency debasement.
Gold is often touted as an inflation hedge. The full truth is more nuanced. Although the price
of gold tends to keep pace with general price fluctuations, its overall inflation sensitivity during
periods of low or moderate price changes has been average compared to other asset classes. In
reality, gold has been most effective at protecting against periods of extreme price instability —
both inflation and deflation.
The most intense period of global deflation in the last century occurred in the 1930s, during the
depths of the Great Depression. In the US, consumer prices fell nearly 25% overall, with the rate
of deflation exceeding 10% in 1932.10 To combat deflation, the US stimulated the ailing economy,
expanding the money supply by increasing the official price of gold. From 1929 to 1933, the
government revalued gold upward by 70%, from $20.67 to $35 per ounce.11
Over the last 50 years, the most dramatic price inflation in developed economies occurred in the
1970s. Rising oil prices contributed to economic stagflation — falling growth with rising prices.
Annual inflation in the US averaged 7.9% during the 1970s, nearly three times the annual rate of
2.8% in the previous decade.12 Gold benefited from this environment as well, with the US dollar
price of gold soaring from $43.63 per ounce on August 15, 1971 (when gold began to trade freely)
to $589.75 per ounce on December 31, 1980.13
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Figure 12
Over Last 100 Years,
Gold Has Been
Effective at Hedging
Extreme Changes in
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standardized to zero. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.

Gold’s ability to protect against the risk of currency debasement has been another pillar of its
ability to preserve wealth over time. The strength of a nation’s currency is linked closely to its
overall fiscal health and debt burden. Historically, extreme deficits negatively affect governments’
currencies relative to those of other countries. Since gold doesn’t change or erode over time, it
can serve as a static measuring stick. Comparing the values of major reserve currencies to gold
over the last century illustrates how dramatically they can lose their purchasing power due to
fiscal deficits, increased spending, and rising debt levels to finance public programs and military
operations. Gold has served as a bulwark against this risk.
Figure 13
Gold Protects
Against Currency
Debasement Over
the Long Run
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Gold has preserved purchasing power over time by protecting against both extreme price
fluctuations and weakening currencies. This framework offers a more accurate and useful way
to consider the metal than thinking of it purely as an inflation hedge. Over the last 50 years,
monetary inflation — the loss of purchasing power through increasing money supply resulting
in currency debasement — has been a greater risk to investors than price inflation alone. This
should be an important consideration for investors looking to use gold to preserve wealth over
the long run.
Figure 14
Gold Preserves
Spending Power
Over the Long Run
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is not a reliable indicator of future performance.

A Risk Management
Tool with Staying Power

Gold is a robust, multi-faceted hedge. It has the ability to protect portfolios by reducing
volatility, limiting drawdowns, and offering a low correlation to financial assets such as stocks
and bonds. Over the long term, gold stands out as a persevering source of diversification for
strategic investors.
A wide range of asset classes and investment strategies have been touted as portfolio
diversifiers in recent decades. Many of these proposed diversifiers have failed to deliver when it
counted, exhibiting high correlations to stock and bond portfolios during times of crisis.
For example, during the period leading up to the 2008 financial crisis, broad commodities,
REITs and hedge funds joined gold in sporting relatively low correlations to a global stock-bond
portfolio. Correlations rose during the peak of the crisis in 2008, as most assets were sold to
meet liquidity needs. Among these asset classes, only gold’s correlation reverted to pre-crisis
levels in the years following 2008.14
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Figure 15
Scarcity of
Diversifying Assets
Over Time Makes
Gold Truly Unique
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Gold’s unique investment characteristics mean that adding a long-term allocation can improve
overall portfolio efficiency. The metal’s persistently low correlation to other assets and ability
to reduce portfolio drawdowns historically has improved a diversified portfolio’s Sharpe ratio
(a measure of risk-adjusted return) for portfolios with a variety of risk profiles.

Figure 16
Gold May Aid
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Efficiency of
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Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
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Capital Appreciation
and Long-Term
Return Expectations

Figure 17
Positive Returns
Over the Long Run

Investors often focus on gold’s short-term return potential. But gold has provided positive returns
over most long run periods, producing an annualized return of 7.7% since 197115 and outperforming
global equities, global bonds, and broad commodities over the last 20 years. However, a long-run
perspective highlights that gold’s expected returns are more comparable to bonds than equities.
This makes sense, considering that gold and bonds serve similar functions in portfolios: Both are
efficient sources of diversification and sensitive to long-term interest-rate cycles.
Gold has consistently outperformed cash and broad commodities, indicative of its ability to
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serve as an effective store of value over various long-term periods. In fact gold’s real return
since August 15, 1971 is 3.8%.16 Overall, strategic investors in gold should not base their allocation
decisions with the expectation that gold will provide equity-like returns in the long run. Rather,
they can consider investing in gold for its ability to deliver potentially positive real returns, its
track record to potentially help manage risk, and for its capacity to serve as a store of value.

Figure 18
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is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
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There are good reasons that gold has persisted across centuries as a financial instrument.
Its value is rooted in its rarity, offering investors a natural protection that financial assets can’t
match. Applying a long-term view of gold highlights its utility as a potential store of value, risk
management tool, and appreciating asset. Trends emerging over the next decade paint a picture
of low real yields, rising debt burdens, and shifting demographics. Against this backdrop gold may
continue to shine in the years to come.
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Glossary
Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate
Bond Index A benchmark that provides a
broad-based measure of the global investmentgrade fixed income markets. The three major
components of this index are the U.S.
Aggregate, the Pan-European Aggregate, and
the Asian-Pacific Aggregate Indices. The index
also includes Eurodollar and Euro-Yen corporate
bonds, Canadian government, agency and
corporate securities, and USD investment-grade
144A securities.
Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate Index A
benchmark that provides a measure of the
performance of the US dollar denominated
investment grade bond market, which includes
investment grade government bonds,
investment grade corporate bonds, mortgage
pass through securities, commercial mortgage
backed securities.
Commodities A basic good used in
commerce that is interchangeable, or “fungible,”
with other commodities of the same type.

Commodities are most often used as inputs in
the production of other goods or services. For
example, crude oil is a commodity that is used
to make motor fuels, heating oil and lubricants.
Consumer Price Index (CPI) A widely used
measure of inflation at the consumer level that
helps to evaluate changes in cost of living.
Fiat Currency Currency that a government
declares to be legal tender, but that it is not
backed by a physical commodity. The value
of fiat money is linked to supply and demand
rather than the value of the material that the
money is made of, such as gold or silver
historically. Fiat money’s value is instead based
solely on the faith and credit of the economy.
FTSE NAREIT All Equity REITS Total Return
Index The index is a free-float-adjusted
market capitalization-weighted index that
includes all tax-qualified REITs listed in the
NYSE, AMEX, and NASDAQ National Market.
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) The
monetary value of all the finished goods and
services produced within a country’s borders in
a specific time period.
Hedge Fund Research HFRI FOF Diversified
Index The index invests in a variety of
strategies among multiple managers; historical
annual returns and/or standard deviations are

generally similar to those of the HFRI Fund of
Fund Composite Index. A fund in the HFRI FOF
Diversified Index tends to show minimal loss in
down markets while achieving superior returns
in up markets.
ICE BofAML US 3-Month Treasury Bill
Index This is an unmanaged index that is
comprised of a single U.S. Treasury issue with
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purchased at the beginning of each month and
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Inflation An overall increase in the price of an
economy’s goods and services during a given
period, translating to a loss in purchasing power
per unit of currency. Inflation generally occurs
when growth of the money supply outpaces
growth of the economy. Central banks attempt
to limit inflation — and avoid deflation — in order
to keep the economy running smoothly.
LPX50 Listed Private Equity Index Total
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capitalized and liquid listed private equity
companies. The index is diversified across
regions, private equity investment styles,
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currency of the LPX50 Index is EUR, CHF and
USD. The index is available as a Price Index and
Total Return (Net).
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Liquidity The ability to quickly buy or sell an
investment in the market without impacting its
price. Trading volume is a primary determinant
of liquidity.
MSCI All Country World Index Captures
large and mid cap representation across
23 Developed Markets (DM) and 26 Emerging
Markets (EM) countries. With 3,050
constituents, the index covers approximately
85% of the global investable equity
opportunity set.
MSCI World Total Return Index The index
captures large- and mid-cap representation
across 23 Developed Markets. With 1,644
constituents, the index covers approximately
85% of the free float-adjusted market
capitalization in each country.
S&P GSCI Total Return Index The S&P GSCI
Total Return Index in USD is widely recognized
as the leading measure of general commodity
price movements and inflation in the world
economy. The index is calculated primarily on
a world production-weighted basis comprised
of the principal physical commodities
futures contracts.
Spot Gold Price The price in spot markets for
gold. In US dollar terms, spot gold is referred to
with the symbol “XAU,” which refers to the price
of one troy ounce of gold in USD terms.
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This communication is not intended to be an
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advice and should not be relied upon as such.
The views expressed in this material are the
views of the SPDR Gold Strategy Team through
the period ended May 30, 2021 and are subject
to change based on market and other
conditions. This document contains certain
statements that may be deemed forwardlooking statements. Please note that any such
statements are not guarantees of any future
performance and actual results or
developments may differ materially from
those projected.
The information provided does not constitute
investment advice and it should not be relied
on as such. It should not be considered a
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It does not take into account any investor’s
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developments, as well as trading activity
of speculators and arbitrageurs in the
underlying commodities.
Investing in commodities entails
significant risk and is not appropriate
for all investors.
Diversification does not ensure a profit or
guarantee against loss.
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